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2Key Features of Globalization

1. Geographical reorganization of industrial production and service
(especially financial service) provision

2. The entry of multinational companies into the national borders of
many countries (for production, distribution of goods and services)

3. The design and creation of markets that begin to offer almost
identical consumer goods, and their spread around the world.

4. Internal migration to large cities in developed countries and
international migration from developing countries to developed
countries

5. The management and control of the global economy through the
cities system
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• The management and control of the global economy, which
has emerged with the developments in transportation,
communication and production technologies, is carried out
through a system of cities that are stratified, divided into labor,
specialized and differentiated with their functions.

• Since the mid-1980s, this new development has led to a
definition of a city that has a global impact, competes with
other cities in the world for this area, affects and is affected
by the globalization process, as well as national city
definitions.

• Friedmann (1986) world city
• Castells (1989) informational city
• Sassen (1991) global city
• Hall ve Hubbard (1996) entrepreneurial city

Global Urban System
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1. Cities at the center of the capitalist World
a. Primary cities
b. Secondary cities

2. Cities in semi-peripheral countries
a. Primary cities
b. Secondary cities

Friedmann's World City Hierarchy

Source: Friedmann, 1986: 74
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• Sassen (1991) sees global cities as places of marketing and production
that drive finance and provide advanced service functions for the
entire world.

• Sassen's (2003) global city model consists of seven basic assumptions:

1) As the geographical distribution and integration of economic activities
with globalization has improved, centralized management,
coordination, service and financing of companies' activities have
become much more important and complex.

2) As the complexity of central functions increases, it becomes
impossible for companies to do all the work in their own headquarters,
so accounting, law, public relations, computer programming,
telecommunications, etc. services began to be purchased from highly
specialized service companies.

The Global City of Sassen



3) The activities of service companies in a very complex and globalized
market can create agglomeration economies. The composition of the
companies, their capabilities and their expertise in different fields have
turned certain parts of the cities into information centers. Being in such
a city means living in an information environment that cannot be
replicated in any other way.

4) As companies tend to outsource rather than provide complex and
non-standardized services in-house, their dependence on
agglomeration economies and, as a result, urban centers disappears.
The key sector of the global city is the service sector, which has
achieved a high level of specialization and is organized in networks.

6The Global City of Sassen



5) Specialized service companies consist of global engagements and
partnerships organized in networks as they provide services at a
global level. This means the emergence of inter-city relations and
networks beyond the borders of the country and the formation of a
global urban system. The economic development of cities is moving
away from being related to their national spheres of influence and
countries.

6) The presence of high-level professionals and high-profit specialized
companies increases spatial and socio-economic inequality in cities.

7) As smaller local companies cannot compete with the globalizing
specialized companies in the formal market, an informal service
sector is developing alongside companies offering specialized
services in global cities.

7The Global City of Sassen



8Financial Districts of London and New York
Canary Wharf, London

Lower Manhattan, Wall Street, New York



9Alpha World Cities, 2000



10Alpha World Cities, 2008



11Global City Classification 2012



12Global City Classification 2016



13Alpha Global Cities Network, 2010



14Global Cities Network, 2010

Global City Network

Key material links

Manufacturing links

Trade links

Manufacturer service links
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• In the geographical context, the global economy has also revealed the division
of world cities within the center-semi-periphery-periphery relations:

1) World cities of the center: Cities with command and control points, depending
on the power of the capitalist global economy

2) World cities of the semi-periphery: Cities approaching world city status with
their maturing and developing economies

3) Cities of the periphery: Cities that are controlled (managed) and operate at
the fringes of the global economy

Capitalism, Power and World Cities

Hopkins,T.K., Wallerstein, I. (1982). World – Systems Analysis: Theory and Methodology. Beverly Hills: Sage. 
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• Taylor et al. (2001) point to 4 different levels of power among
leading world cities:

1) Highly connected cities
2) Dominant centers
3) Control centers
4) Entrance gate centers

Capitalism, Power and World Cities
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19Global Companies Ranking



20The Dilemma of Rich and Poor in Global Cities



21A Global City: The Two Faces of Hong Kong
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• Although we know that there are various types of interaction
between world cities, it is very difficult to investigate these
relationships due to the difficulty of obtaining data.

• Commonly used methods to measure connectivity between
world cities:

• Airline passenger flows
• Global office location strategies of advanced manufacturing

service companies

Links Between Global Cities



23Top 20 Airports in the World by Number of Passengers, 2017

Source: http://gezzio.com/2017-en-yogun-havalimani / 
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• Advertising, TV and Internet attract customers
to different tourism destinations (sales of cities).
In this context, world cities are becoming
strategic places for the global entertainment
industry.

• High-end entertainment products are
exported globally.

• The Disney Store has been part of traditional
local city malls in US cities.

• The field of tourism and entertainment sectors
is very wide.

• Times Square (in New York, Manhattan)
Broadway's entertainment center has now
been revitalized with funding from the Walt
Disney Company.

• Organizations such as the Olympic games
have also helped to increase the role of some
cities as world cities.

Global City and Tourism
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New York, Time Square

Los Angeles: Entertainment Capital of the World

Global City and Tourism
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